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Abstract
This issue contains the Proceedings of the Third International Workshop on Logical Frameworks
and Meta-Languages (LFM 2002). The workshop was held in Copenhagen, Denmark on July 26,
2002 as a FLoC’02 aﬃliated workshop, sponsored by the CADE and LICS conferences.
Logical frameworks and meta-languages form a common substrate for representing, implement-
ing, and reasoning about a wide variety of deductive systems of interest in logic and computer
science. Their design and implementation has been the focus of considerable research over the last
two decades, using competing and sometimes incompatible basic principles. This workshop brings
together designers, implementors, and practitioners to discuss all aspects of logical frameworks.




















Papers were revised after the workshop before inclusion in these proceedings, which will be
published as Volume 70, Issue 2 in the series Electronic Notes in Theoretical Computer Science
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